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Special lubricating oil 
Protecting your shredder
cutting shafts.
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Special lubricating oil price

All shredder machines continually collect paper dust and other impurities on the cutting shaft. Over time, 
this accumulation of dirt will clog the cutting shaft and a�ects the performance of your shredder.
For example, a clogged machine might only shred 5 sheets of paper instead of 10. This unnecessary wastage 
can be overcome with our Neo15 Shredder Oil. It lubricates and remove all impurities from the cutting shaft 
to ensure your shredder machine work at its maximum performance all the time. Neo15 also help to maintain 
your machine to have minimum down time and to last many more productive years.

Physical Characteristics

Properties           Standard  Neo 15 Shredder Oil

ISO Viscosity Grade         ISO 3448  15

Specifications - Europ. Pharmacopoeia 3         Light Liquid Para�n

Specifications - US Pharmacopoeia 29, 30         Light Mineral Oil

Density     @15°C  kg/m3    ISO 12185  850

Flashpoint (COC)    °C      ISO 2592  180

Pour Point     °C      ISO 3016  -12

Kinematic Viscosity    @40°C mm2/s    ISO 3104  15

Kinematic Viscosity    @100°C mm2/s    ISO 3104  3.3

A
Our environmentally-friendly, biodegradable
special oil provides for optimum lubrication
of the cutting unit. 

Lubricating oil for cutting shafts

Regular oiling of the cutting units maintains
constant power of the document shredders.
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1 Litre

96.00 RM
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SHREDDER OIL
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Good for 300-330 daily
applications (1 Year)



3 Methods
of Oiling a Paper Shredder

Pour onto a sheet of paper

1. Apply 3 ml of Neo15 shredder oil on a piece of paper in a Zig-Zag 
pattern.

2. Feed this piece of paper into your shredder machine.

3. Continue your paper shredding operation as usual.

4. Repeat the above once a day.

Method 1

Direct lubrication on cutting shaft

1. Apply around 3 ml of Neo15 shredder oil along the paper entry line 
while the paper shredder is o�.

2. Run the shredder in reverse for 10-20 seconds to spread the oil to 
the entire cutting shaft.

3. Continue your paper shredding operation as usual.

4. Repeat the above once a day.

Method 2

Oiler machine

1. Upgrade your shredder to a IDEAL Shredder with Automatic Oiler.

2. Refill the Automatic Oiler container with Neo15 shredder oil.

3. The intelligent Automatic Oiler will monitor the machine usage and 
will inject the right amount of oil into the cutting shaft at the right 
interval.

Method 3

Scan here to watch the video. SHREDDER OIL
Solution to Prolong Your Shredder Life


